
I am writing to object to the following Policies. SP PL10 pages 80-87 and Figure 3.11; Policy SP PL9, pages 
77-80 and concept Plan Figure 3.10; Policy SA45: Land between Camlet Way and CrescentWay, Hadley Wood, 
page 364; Policy SA54 page 374; and Policy SA62 page383 and SP CL4 pages 277-279 - all of which propose 
the de designation of Green Belt for housing and other purposes.  These sites are part of Historic Enfield Chase, 
which is unique in the southeast and played an important role in the development of Enfield.  If this land is used 
for housing it can never be replaced.  It has been an invaluable asset during the Covid pandemic allowing many 
people to use this unique asset to roam fresh air at a time when encouraged by the government to take exercise!
Indeed Boris Johnson called Enfield the lungs of London!  If destroyed London will loose its lungs.  Also the 
pollution all this building will incur will add to high levels.  A road cutting through from Hadley Road towards 
Oakwood will add more pollution.  Which with the green house gases rising is not we need.  There will also be 
the loss of Merry Hills PUBLIC footpath.  What is wrong with putting back Vicarage Farm back to providing 
crops and food instead of feathering the pockets of off shore companies.

I also object to a part loss of Romney Marsh  policy SA52 page 372, a wildlife area and wonderful public 
amenity yet again a Green Belt area.

The loss of Crews Hill nurseries will affect local residents and out of borough customers.  It is a amenity 
enjoyed by many and brings income to Enfield.  It would be a sad loss and there is very little infrastructure to 
support a vast housing estate that has narrow roads, without surgeries, dentists and buses!  This amenity should 
be encouraged and supported, not lost with loss of employment.

The traffic that vast housing will create when traffic is so heavy with the current housing makes life difficult to 
actually move around this area.  The traffic cones to a standstill when there are problems on the M25 causing 
more pollution.  This pollution will not be absorbed because of green belt destruction.

Whilst I appreciate the necessity of building homes, there are many brownfield sites that could be built on. 
Merridan Way has not been completed along with Chase Farm housing estate.  Green Belt land should be 
preserved for generations to come not lost for ever.  The Council should protect not destroy!  Do they have an 
issue with residents enjoying green amenities because it certainly looks sounds as if they do!


